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Abstract: The major applications of PGMs are as catalysts in automotive industry, petroleum refining,
environmental (gas remediation), industrial chemical production (e.g., ammonia production, fine
chemicals), electronics, and medical fields. As the next generation energy technologies for hydrogen
production, such as electrolysers and fuel cells for stationary and transport applications, become
mature, the demand for PGMs is expected to further increase. Reserves and annual production of Ru,
Rh, Pd, Ir, and Pt have been determined and reported. Based on currently available resources, there is
around 200 years lifetime based on current demand for all PGMs, apart from Pd, which may be closer
to 100 years. Annual primary production of 190 t/a for Pt and 217 t/a for Pd, in combination with
recycling of 65.4 t/a for Pt and 97.2 t/a for Pd, satisfies current demand. By far, the largest demand
for PGMs is for all forms of catalysis, with the largest demand in auto catalysis. In fact, the biggest
driver of demand and price for Pt, Pd, and Rh, in particular, is auto emission regulation, which
has driven auto-catalyst design. Recovery of PGMs through recycling is generally good, but some
catalytic processes, particularly auto-catalysis, result in significant dissipation. In the US, about 70%
of the recycling stream from the end-of-life vehicles is a significant source of global secondary PGMs
recovered from spent auto-catalyst. The significant use of PGMs in the large global auto industry is
likely to continue, but the long-term transition towards electric vehicles will alter demand profiles.
Keywords: platinum group metal (PGM); catalysts; life cycle assessment; recycling; mineral resources;
autocatalysis; fuel cells
1. Introduction
The platinum group of metals (PGM) include six d-block metals from groups 8, 9, and
10 as well as periods 5 and 6. The metals are ruthenium (Ru), rhodium (Rh), palladium
(Pd), osmium (Os), iridium (Ir), and platinum (Pt). The chemistry of these elements is
similar and is based on 4d electron shells (Ru, Rh, and Pd) or 5d shells (Os, Ir, and Pt).
The division of the PGMs into light PGMs (Ru, Rh, Pd) and heavy PGMs (Os, Ir, and Pt),
reflecting their atomic numbers (or weights) [1], is sometimes used.
PGMs are vitally important for a range of end-use applications in consumer and
commercial products, as well as industrial processes. The varied applications of PGMs
are of considerable importance in the modern era, so an understanding of ongoing PGM
demand and its end-uses is critical for managing PGM reserves. Most notably, PGMs find
widespread usage in a variety of catalytic processes, such as the production of ammonia
and ammonium nitrate, as well as catalytic converters to reduce hazardous and polluting
emissions from vehicle exhaust systems.
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A major objective of this article is to provide a short overview of current use of PGMs
in catalysis and, in particular, catalysts in the auto market as well as projected use in the
near future with the introduction of electric vehicles (EVs). The auto market is the largest
single end-user of PGMs and may end up one of the biggest dissipaters. For completeness,
and preceding the detailed review of PGMs in the auto area, this review covers the known
stocks of PGMs in mineral resources, the supply of PGMs from primary mineral resources
and secondary sources, and a comprehensive overview of the uses of PGMs in the industrial
sector, which is the second largest area of demand for Pt, which leads into PGM use in
industrial catalytic processes. This is followed by a major section on autocatalysis for both
internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) and EVs, including projections for PGM used
based on IEA projections for EV uptake. This is followed by an examination of the potential
substitutability of PGMs in these processes, which highlights some of the fundamental
scientific reasons why substitution may be difficult. Finally, there is some examination
of the dissipation of PGMs. In doing so, the reader is provided with a broad ranging
overview of the use of PGMs by sector and its inter-relationships with other uses in the
modern world.
2. Geologic Abundance, Ore Bodies, Mineralogy and Resources
PGMs are among the rarest elements in the periodic table, as can be inferred from
Table 1. Common elements, such as copper (Cu) and iron (Fe), are included to compare the
relative abundance of elements that are used extensively in the modern world including
in catalytic processes. Cerium (Ce) is included since it is an important support in auto
catalysts; an area which also has the largest worldwide consumption of Pt and Pd.
It can be seen that Pt and Pd, with crustal abundances of 1.625 and 0.675 atoms/106 Si
atoms, respectively, are the most abundant of the PGMs, with Rh as the rarest at 0.214/106 Si
atoms which is a little over a tenth of the Pt abundance [2]. In addition to abundance, world
resources are included in Table 1 (described in more detail in Section 3). The resources of
PGMs appear small when compared to those of Cu, Fe, and Ce, but consumption is also
small, so known resources for Pt, at least, are sufficient to meet needs for at least 200 years,
based on data published by the USGS [3].
To understand supply, it is important to identify the types of ore bodies from which
PGMs are sourced, particularly whether they are primary products, coproducts, or by-
products since this will influence their supply. PGMs occur mostly in either a siderophilic
(iron-loving) state, where they occur as pure metals, or metal alloys or a chalcophyllic
(sulfide) state in ores. The richest ore bodies containing PGM are the ultramafic and mafic
igneous rocks which occur in Canada, Russia, South Africa, United States, and Zimbabwe.
The PGM content for the individual metals for a number of these ore bodies is provided in
g/t in Table 2. The level of extraction depends on the PGM concentration in the ore body
and the price of the individual PGMs. In some ore bodies, the primary production may
be for other metals, whereas in other ore bodies, PGMs may be the primary product. For
example, in Canada, PGMs are a by-product of copper-nickel production in the Sudbury
complex, Ontario. This complex is thought to be the result of meteoritic impact which
resulted in the PGM enrichment [4]. Russian PGMs are co-products of copper-nickel mining,
with the majority coming from north-western Siberia (Noril’sk), as well as some alluvial
sources [5]. Nassar looks, in more detail, at issues surrounding co-production [6]. The
Noril’sk complex arose from sub volcanic sills and is the major source of PGMs with only
minor production from placer deposits [4,7,8]. In South Africa, the PGMs are the primary
product mined from the Merensky reef, UG2 reef, and Platreef (Table 2), which are all
part of the Bushveld complex [7,8]. The main source of minerals for PGMs are chromite
and sulphide ores [9]. The Zimbabwe regions include Mimosa, Ngezi, and Unki, which
produce pristine sulphide ores [10]. Both the South African and Zimbabwean are mafic
to ultramafic layered intrusions. The only source of PGMs in the US is at the Stillwater
complex in Montana, where they are produced as a co-products [7].
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Continental Crust (ppb) b
World Resources
(Metric Tonnes)
Copper (Cu) 29 212 ≈60,000 3,034,700,000 c
Iron (Fe) 28 600,000 d 5.2 wt% 110,000,000,000
Ruthenium (Ru) 44 1.49 0.03 4,459 e, 5,000 f
Rhodium (Rh) 45 0.214 0.018 3090 e
Palladium (Pd) 46 0.675 0.526 24,302 e
Osmium (Os) 76 1.00 0.05 580 e
Iridium (Ir) 77 0.821 0.022 1074 e
Platinum (Pt) 78 1.625 0.599 32,986 e
Cerium (Ce) 58 2.26 65 h 299,000,000 g
a Note that this type of data may be expressed in weight percent where the PGMs are two orders lower than other rare elements such as
some of the rare earths. b [7] c [8] d [11] e From Table 2, method of calculation is described below. f [12], g [13], h Data are the average of
values obtained from Wikipedia: abundance of elements in Earth’s crust, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abundance_of_elements_in_
Earth\T1\textquoterights_crust, accessed on 2 May 2021.
Table 2. PGM content in grams/tonne for various ore bodies along with PGM reserves by country and total reserves for the

















Merensky Reef (H) 2.7 1.4 0.16 0.33 0.05 0.04 4.68
- East Bushveld (M) 2.32 1.22 0.13 0.23 0.04 -
- West Bushveld (M) 3.6 1.6 0.28 0.63 0.14 -
Platreef (H) 1.9 1.9 0.12 0.14 0.04 0.03 4.13
- North Bushveld (M) 0.82 1.1 0.08 - - - 2.0
UG2 (H) 2.0 1.3 0.34 0.45 0.13 0.05 4.27
- East Bushveld (M) 2.42 2.06 0.45 0.76 0.18 -
- West Bushveld (M) 2.89 1.48 0.54 0.93 0.22 -
Zimbabwe 1200
Hartely Complex 2.6 1.8 0.21 - - - 4.61
USA 900
Stillwater Complex 3.3 11 0.6 0.36 0.21 - 15.47
Canada 310
Sudbury Complex 0.3 0.4 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.79
Lac-des lles 0.2 2.3 - - - - 2.5
Russia 3900
Noril’sk 2.5 7 0.24 - - - 9.74
Reserve (tonnes) 32,374 24,433 3909 6731 1530 333 - 69,310
Lifetime (years) b 202 116 166 201 224 - - -
a [3]. It should also be noted that reporting of total PGMs may include Au that is also found in many PGM deposits. Such reporting is
usually designated with “nE” with n varying with the number of elements that are reported but always including Au. Thus 3E is Pt, Pd,
and Au, 4E is Pt, Pd, Ru, and Au, etc. The reserves reported here do not include any contribution from Au. b Figures are determined from
the calculated reserves in tonnes, divided by Johnson–Matthey figures for productions for Pt and Pd and Johnson–Matthey 2019 figures for
demand for Rh, Ru, and Ir. These figures do not include material sourced from recycling. Note that variation between 2018 and 2019 are
small with primary supply of Pt in 2018 being 6110 oz and, in 2019, 6033 oz while Pd in 2018 was 7006 Oz and, in 2019, 7069 oz.
While figures for world reserves of Pt and Pd are often reported, those of the other
PGMs are not commonly reported in the open access literature. Accordingly, the authors
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make some basic estimates for reserves for a simple assessment of their lifetime (Table 2).
The calculation of estimates for these reserves is based on individual ore body composition
and is described in the Appendix A. Note also that common definitions are used, where
resource means that the mineral has a concentration that is currently, or could potentially
be, economically extracted, whereas reserve is that part of the resource that has been shown
to meet the specified minimum value for current mining and production under prevailing
market conditions. It can be seen that Pt and Pd have the largest reserves, followed by Rh
and Ru, which are nearly an order of magnitude lower. The lowest are Ir and Os.
An estimate of the reserve lifetime for each element assuming 2019 figures for pro-
duction (Pt, Pd) or demand (Rh, Ru, and Ir) is also shown in Table 2. As estimates of
reserves and resources are dynamic and vary over time, due to ongoing mineral explo-
ration and changing market conditions, static reserve lifetimes are often a misleading
metric for understanding long-term reserve and resource depletion [6,8]. For example,
Mudd et al. [8] reported that the total reserves and resources for PGMs have increased
over the period of 2009 to 2015. Another contribution to uncertainty for lifetime data is
that the ore breakdown in Table 2 may miss other ore bodies and mines with completely
different PGM content, meaning that the ore contents (averaged or individual) may not be
representative values for all ore reserves for individual countries. As a counterpoint, the
ore bodies listed in the table constitute over 90% of global production, and the ore content
is relatively well known. By way of cross-correlation of the calculations presented here,
a figure of 5,000 tonnes is reported for Ru [12,15], which is in good agreement with the
6731 tonnes determined using the procedure described in the Appendix A. Despite these
uncertainties, the lifetimes presented in Table 2 clearly demonstrate that there are no imme-
diate PGM supply concerns due to geological resource depletion, although geopolitical
and market factors can create short-term supply risks [15–18]. All the PGMs, apart from
Pd, have lifetimes in the vicinity of 200 years. The increase in Pd demand for auto-catalyst
applications has halved the expected lifetime in recent years, but as with the other PGMs,
there is no immediate threat. A shift to EVs will influence PGM demand, but electrode
catalysts will still generate a significant demand for PGMs, which may represent a supply
risk, as outlined by Kiemel et al., for Germany [19].
3. Supply
With respect to mining, the extraction of PGMs from their parent ores is a multistep
process and varies according to the host mineralogy (sulphides or silicates). PGM extraction
is complex and dealt in detail by previous authors [20,21]. However, a brief summary
of extraction from the South African ores is provided since they dominate world supply.
Minerals associated with the PGMs in the Merensky reef (Bushveld complex) include Pt-Fe
alloys such as Pt3Fe, sulphides such as braggite (PtS), cooperite ((Pt, Pd, Ni)S), moncheite
((PtPdNi) (TeBiSb)2) and laurite ((Ru, Fe, Os, Ir, Pt)S2), and the alloy, kotulskite ((Pt, Pd,
Ni)(Te, Bi, Sb)2) [22,23], as well as gold as electrum (AuxAgy). The first step is physical
separation, usually via floatation, to produce a mineral concentrate, with typical recoveries
of 60 to 90% of the sulphide for these South African ores depending on the degree of
oxidation, with the PGM content ranging from 100 to 1000 g/t [24]. After drying, this is
followed by a pyrometallurgical separation at 1450 ◦C to 1500 ◦C, resulting in a Cu-Ni-
Fe-S matte. In the next stage, most producers use leaching processes in sulfuric acid in
autoclaves under pressure, temperature, and with excess oxygen to sequentially leach Ni,
Cu, Fe, and then Se, As, and Te to make a final concentrate for precious metal refining to
extract the individual PGMs. The final stage is based on selective extraction using either
ion exchange processes, electrolytic processes, or solvents. These steps can be replaced by
extraction of individual components in an immiscible organic solvent [24].
PGM supply has two sources, including primary production (from mining, including
stockpiles) and secondary production, which includes sourcing from recycling (see Section 5).
Annual world supply (Table 3) of PGMs in 2018 and 2019 was in the vicinity of 450 t/a
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(figures vary: 450–470 t/a (2018–2019) including 430 t/a supply for Pt, Pd, and Rh as well
as ~ 30 t/a Ir and Ru (sourced from demand figures Johnson–Matthey [25]).
Table 3. Total PGM supply (tonnes/annum) by element and by country in 2018 (2019).
Element Ru b Rh a Pd a Os b Ir b Pt a
South Africa 29.6 19.2 (19.4) 79.1 (81.7) 1.5 6.7 138.9(136.8)
Russia - 2.2 (2.1) 92.6 (92.9) 21.4 (22.4)
Nth America c 0.67 0.7 (0.6) 29.8 (29.7) 0.17 0.17 10.3 (10.1)
Zimbabwe - 1.3 (1.2) 12.2 (11.8) - - 14.7 (14.0)
Other - 0.2 (0.2) 4.2 (3.8) - - 4.7 (4.3)
Total - 23.6 (23.5) 217.9(219.9) - -
190.0
(187.6)
a Pt, Pd, and Rh supply data from Johnson–Matthey 2019 (JM2020) market report data, which has complete data
for the previous year. b Data calculated from ore contents in the same way as the reserve totals—by using annual
PGM production data [3]. c Ru, Os, Ir from Canadian Ores.
Annual world supply by country for Pt, Pd and, Rh are provided in various reports [3,7]
but annual supply figures for the other PGMs are not freely available in open source litera-
ture. In the case of the Russian ores, Ru, Ir, or Os may be a few orders of magnitude lower
than Pd and Pt [26], meaning that there may be refinement of Ru, Ir, and Os.
4. Usage and Demand
While this section provides an overview of PGM usage and demand, it goes into detail
where PGM are used in the catalytic process, particularly auto-catalysis, which has the
highest overall demand for PGMs. First, a short section on non-catalytic applications of
PGM is presented. This is followed by a more extensive section covering catalytic usage
and demand for PGM-based catalysts. As can be seen in Table 3, Pt and Pd have the largest
primary production and demand. Figure 1 shows the demand by market sectors for Pt,
Pd, and Rh. The classification of sectors is derived from the Johnson–Matthey market
reports [25]. Ru and Ir are exclusively used in the Industrial sector, so they are not included
in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Breakdown of Pt, Pd, and Rh net demand, expressed as percent of total demand in 2019.
Total net demand for Pt was 196.0 tonnes, for Pd was 249.4 tonnes and for Rh was 24.3 tonnes [27].
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4.1. Non-Catalytic Usage and Demand
A summary of usage of PGMs in non-catalytic applications is presented in Table 4,
which also provides information on alternatives for current applications where they exist.
As Nassar points out, the application of PGM in any particular field may often represent
the optimum, so the use of substitutes may mean a regression to earlier technologies [6].
Table 4. Non- Catalytic Applications for PGM and potential substitutes.
Classification Application PGM Substitution
Jewellery Pt, Ir, Pd Alloys 950, 750, 590 &white gold [28,29]
Au (as a value substitute). White gold Ni, Zn & Sn
[29,30] as aesthetic substitutes.
Bright Nickel Rh Rh strike for plating on soft soldered jewellery [31]
Glass Dies for fibreglass Pt-Rh (up to 40%)
Zirconia/Pt [32]. The non-wettability of Pt is a key
property here, so there may be no real alternative.
Dilution of the PGM content possible.
Crucibles Pt-Rh (up to 40%)Ir (most demanding applications)
Alumina, Zirconia [33], as with fiberglass
wettability may be an issue with oxide crucibles at
high temperature. Tin oxide crucibles [34]
These are used in single crystal manufacture
where the non-reactivity is a key property [35].
There is probably no good substitute.
Electronics &
Electrical Hard Discs CrCoPt alloy, Ru layer
No direct replacement but alternative technologies,
e.g., solid state devices.
Dissipative
Filters Ir [36] Li tantalate filters for mobile phones [37]Dissipative
Capacitors Pd
Multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCC) [38]
Sub: Ni as replacement [39]
Dissipative
Contacts Rh, Ru, Ir
Used for hardening contacts such as in reed
switches [40,41]
Sub: Reversion to older technology
Dissipative
Mobile Phones Pd, Pt
Largely as MLCCs and connectors. 0.009–0.015
g/phone, 0.004 g/phone [42] Combine 2 phone
types.
Dissipative
Conductive pastes Pd-Ag Printable pastes used in circuitry [43]. Reversion toolder technologies based on Au.
Connectors Pd/Ni
Connectors. Pd corrosion resistance and hardness
make them superior [29]. Return to hard gold.
Dissipative
Hybrid integrated
circuits Ag-Pd connecting tracks [35]
These can be produced using conductive pastes.
Again, reversion to older technologies such as Au.
Resistors RuO2 [44] Ru thick film resistors
Fuel Cells
(NB JM classification
has Fuel cells under
electric and
electrical)
PEM fuel cell: Pt, Pt-transition
metal alloys [45]
Catalyst dilution e.g., Pt3Co, Pt3Ni [46]
Sub: Fe-N-C catalyst [47], Fe(Co)-N-C [48,49]
Electrolysers Pt, Ir in proton exchangeMembranes [19,50]
Pt used as cathode catalyst for hydrogen evolution
and Ir used as anode catalyst for oxygen evolution
as catalyst
There is some dissipation on the recycling side.
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Table 4. Cont.
Classification Application PGM Substitution
UPS Pt [51] Uninterrupted power suppliesReversion to older technology
OLEDs Ir organometallics [52] Pt, Pd also used [53]
Medical Stents &Inserts Pt-Cr [54]
Due to its corrosion resistance and very rare
allergic reaction this is a desirable material to use
in the body. Pt-Cr have an advantage due to
higher X-ray absorption [55]. Alternative:
Cobalt-chromium material or Nitonol for self-
expanding stents [54].
Dissipative
Pacemakers Pt, [56]Pt-Ir (10–20%) [57]
These are used as pacing electrodes. In addition to
the properties listed above, its electrical




These are used to provide a high energy
cardioversion pulse for defibrillation [57]. See
entry above for properties.




See above for properties.








Composites for fillings, Au, Almagums (Au, Mg,
Ag, Sn, Cu). In some jurisdictions filling
compositions may be regulated [60]
Dissipative
Other Fountain pen nib tips Ir, Os, Ru, Pt for hardening nibs[61,62]
Iridosmine (65% (Ir, Os, Ru) and 35%Pt) [61].
Osmiridium (for example of composition see [63]
is also used [64]. These are chosen for their wear
and corrosion resistance.
Alternatives: Re and W
Dissipative







Type B, S and R PtRh
Type P Pd/Pt/Au-Au/Pd
These come in a range of compositions with Pt-Rh
v Pt couples or Pt-Rh v Pt-Rh where the Rh content
is different.
Also known as Platinel II alloy.
Alternative: Perhaps Re-W based thermocouples
might be able to replace the PGM thermocouples,
but it depends on the voltage generated in the
temperature range of interest.
Ballast Pt-IrElectrodes
Ballast sterilization anodes [66]
Alternative: other sterilisation methods [67]
4.1.1. Jewellery
Jewellery, particularly in China, constitutes the second largest demand for Pt (also
alloyed with Ir at 10% level). Pt jewellery is a status symbol, so the level of demand for Pt
jewellery fluctuates according to its price relative to gold. Pd, Ru, and Ir are all used (along
with other metals) to harden Pt for jewellery applications [28]. In these alloys, Pt usually
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constitutes somewhere between 85 and 92 wt% and Pd up to a few wt% in alloys. As to
substitutes, the desire for this jewellery is probably a mixture of aesthetic appeal and value,
so substitution would need to address these two aspects.
4.1.2. Industrial
Pt, Pd, and Rh are also in high demand in the industrial sector for processes (including
catalysts (Section 4.2)) for the production of chemicals, petrochemicals, medical and dental
applications, electronic and electrical, and glass manufacture. Figure 2 gives some idea of
the breakdown between these different application areas for Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, and Ir. The
applications for Pt and Pd in industrial catalysts and chemicals are almost exclusively as
catalysts for the production of fine or commodity chemicals. Petrochemical applications
refer to the refining of crude oil to fuels or other petrochemicals for various applications.
Figure 2. Breakdown by percentage of Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, and Ir demand for industrial applications for
2018. Total net demand for Pt was 76.4 tonnes, for Pd was 59.6 tonnes, and for Rh 4.8 tonnes, for Ru
was 33.5 tonnes, and for Ir was 6.8 tonnes [25].
Glass
In glass manufacture Pt is used in high temperature, oxidation resistant dies partic-
ularly for fibreglass, fibre optics manufacture, and crucibles for other glass manufacture.
These are generally alloys of Pt and Rh with up to 40% Rh, depending on other addi-
tives [32,68]. Iridium is used for the most demanding processing conditions, such as single
crystal drawing [35], and Li-tantalate filters and oscillators for mobile phones also fall into
this category [37]. While there may be some opportunity for substitution in some of the
lower temperature applications, such as with refractory oxides, the non-oxidizing and low
sticking features of PGM (particularly Pt and Ir) are probably not substitutable.
Electronics and Electrical
PGMs are used in a variety of electronic and electrical applications [69]. Pt and Ru
are used in hard disk manufacture [30,70]. Pt is part of a CoCrPt alloy used for the first
layer put down onto the polished Al substrate (disk) used in perpendicular magnetic
recording and enhances the perpendicular field for writing. This layer is separated from
a similar layer (third layer) by an atomically thin Ru layer [71]. The demand from this
area of technology is uncertain because hard disk technology, which is located on larger
storage units, has a complicated competition with solid state devices that are commonly
used in portable personal storage devices (e.g., smart phones) or applications requiring
fast read-write speeds.
Palladium is used in multilayer capacitor devices (MLCC). While the demand for the
capacitors themselves is increasing, design improvements mean that less Pd is required
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per unit, so Pd demand in this sector is only growing slowly. Pd-Ag, in the form of a paste
which is later thermally cured, are used for printed circuitry manufacture [43].
Mobile phones (or Cell phones) contain a number of critical metals including PGMs.
Pd is used in mobile phones at the rate of 15 tonnes/billion mobile phones [72] or 0.009
to 0.015 g/unit [42]. Although Tan et al. [73] reported that they did not detect Pd in their
study. The ITU report that there is currently approximately one phone for every individual
on the planet [74]. The biggest growth and markets for these types of phones is China,
followed by India [42]. Clearly mobile phone numbers are growing rapidly along with the
amount of Pd sequestered in this technology. With one phone per person on the planet,
there may be as much as 135 tonnes of Pd locked away in mobile phones.
Pt and Pd are used as catalysts in a range of fuel cell applications, which Johnson
Matthey include in the Electronics and Electrical sector [25]. A detailed discussion of the
application of fuel cell catalysts in the auto industry is provided later, so only an overview
will be presented here. There are two areas of interest here including auto and stationary
applications [70]. As would be expected, performance and cost are challenging issues
in the auto sector, so it is desirable to maximise the mileage but keep the costs as low
as possible by having lower metal content. Currently Pt loadings in the fuel cell stacks
have been reported to be around 25 to 35 g/vehicle (0.25 to 0.35 g/kW) [75]. However,
while the stability of Pt is desirable, the activity of Pt catalysts is low and not sufficient
to achieve the required performance. Thus, Pt is often alloyed with a transition metal for
these applications [45]. For stationary applications, the Pt is alloyed with Ru, which is well
known for its dissociative absorption of H2 [76,77]. It also reduces the absorption of CO
onto the Pt, which is susceptible to CO-poisoning [70] (Gas poisoning occurs when a gas is
strongly or irreversibly absorbed to a site, thus blocking it for reactants).
The volumes of PGM used in these electronic and electrical applications is only
about 2–3% of total PGM usage and is likely to remain at this level. However, if fuel cell
technology was to become an important part of the auto industry fuel supply chain, or if the
hydrogen economy starts to play a major role, then PGM usage would increase markedly.
Medical
In the medical arena, Pt is often alloyed with other metals or PGMs for a range of appli-
cations. These include stents (base metal alloys are typical, but Pt-Cr is also used) as well as
insertion equipment (Pt-W). Platinum and its alloys are also used as electrodes in a number
of applications. For example, it is used in pacemakers (Pt-Ir), implantable defibrillators
(Pt-Ir), catheters, treatment of Parkinson’s disease (Brain pacemaker) where Pt-Ir alloys
are used to deliver electrical impulses, and cochlear implants [78]. In these applications,
the alloy may contain up to 20% Ir. These electrodes are subject to a phenomenon called
the foreign body response, which eventually impairs the electrode response, so alternative
materials are an ongoing source of research [79]. One material which has been investigated
is Tungsten which has been used in animal models, but this shows little prospect of being
adopted because of loss of sensitivity over the long term [80]. It is also used in drugs for
the treatment of cancers due to its ability to inhibit cell division [78]. The biocompatibilities
of Pt, Ir, and other PGMs are reasonably well known [81–84] and are relatively safe.
The medical sector also includes the use of PGM catalysts for the manufacture of phar-
maceuticals [85]. For example, ibuprofen and the Anti-Parkinson drug lazabemide are both
manufactured using Pd-based catalysts (Table 5). Oxaliplatin, cisplatin, and carboplatin are
Pt-containing pharmaceuticals used to treat sarcomas, carcinomas, lymphomas, bladder
and cervical cancers, and germ cell tumours. According to Cowley [78], this amounted to
0.71 tonnes of Pt consumption in 2010. The medical use of Pt-based pharmaceuticals results
in Pt dissipation as these are not recovered after treatment. As with the electronics and elec-
trical sector, the total usage is only around 2–3% of the total Pt market. It is presumed that
this application is dissipative as these chemicals end up in the sewer. While the presence
of PGM in some waste waters has been investigated using a range of techniques [86], it
appears that sewage remediation is more generally focused on heavy metal removal rather
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than having a focus of PGM [87]. This may be because of the low concentrations of PGM in
sewage from pharmaceutical sources.
Pt and Pd are used extensively in dental alloys [60]. Alloy compositions (often
regulated) can range from Pd alloys containing up to 60% Pd to gold alloys where the
PGM content is less than 10 wt %. While this use may seem dissipative, there are some
jurisdictions where environmental laws require the capture of heavy metals, including
PGMs, post cremation [88].
Other
Platinum is used in scientific applications as electrodes in electrochemistry, as well as
tips in atomic force and scanning tunnelling microscopies, crucibles for high temperature
treatment of materials, and heating wires in furnace manufacture.
Ir and Os are used in a range of applications from crucibles for high temperature
applications, particularly alloyed with Pt, for the purposes of hardening Pt with a focus on
fountain pen nibs [89]. Iridium is used in both catalysts and crucibles [30]. Iridium was
used by Mitsubishi for NOx reduction catalysts prior to the introduction of NOx absorbers.
4.2. PGM in Catalysis
4.2.1. Chemicals and Environmental Catalysis
The majority of chemical catalytic reactions involving PGMs are related to the produc-
tion of some commodity chemicals (such as ammonia production (NH3) over Ru catalysts,
ammonia oxidation (Pt/Rh catalysts)), pharmaceutical chemicals (e.g., ibuprofen over a Pd
catalyst), environmental catalysis, (Pt/Pd catalysts), and for agricultural (e.g., Metalochor
over an Ir catalyst) chemicals.. The catalytic processes discussed in this section are spread
over the industrial, environmental (except autocatalysts), and fine chemical categories in
Table 5.
Catalysis is a large field of research, and catalytic processes are of major industrial
importance [90]. For example, in the modern chemical industry, nearly 90% of all chemicals
are produced with the aid of catalysts [91,92]. Catalysis can broadly be divided into
homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis, with the latter constituting around 80% of
catalytic processes [91]. In both categories, the activity and selectivity towards the desired
product, as well the stability of the catalyst, are key parameters for catalyst performance [92].
As this paper has a focus on the platinum group metals, the examples of various catalytic
processes only refer to those processes where a PGM is used. Table 5 summarises many
of the homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic reactions where PGMs are the active
catalytic component.
Heterogeneous catalysis is usually performed over dispersed and supported metal
crystallites where there is a phase boundary e.g., gas/solid interface. PGMs are used
extensively in industrial heterogeneous catalysis [93]. Examples include oxidation of NH3
(Pt/Rd or Pt/Pd nets), hydrocracking, reforming and isomerization in the petrochemical
industry (Pd or Pt/support), and in environmental catalysis, such as either in the auto-
industry (Pt/Pd/Ru/support) and/or for remediation of industrial effluent (Pt/Pd/rare
earth and other oxides) [92].
Homogeneous catalytic processes are usually considered to have highly dispersed
active metal centres (usually as a metal complex) that are dispersed in the same phase as
the reactants. The ligands on the metal complex have a role to play in the catalytic process.
Homogeneous catalysis is used where there is a need for individual reactions to have a high
selectivity towards the product of the reaction. Good examples of homogeneous catalysis
can be found in the action of enzymes in biocatalysis. Because of their biological origin,
these biocatalysts often use earth abundant metals (rather than precious metals) and can
be seen as an avenue for catalyst design inspiration for PGM replacement [94]. Industrial
examples are discussed below.
There are numerous different types of homogeneous catalytic reactions, however, as
they together constitute only a small amount of total PGM consumption, they will only
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briefly be mentioned here. Moreover, in the chemical industry, some of the reactions to
produce monomers (such as the metathesis reaction (Table 5)) have multiple pathways via
either homogeneous (Mo, W, or Ru organometallic complexes) or heterogeneous catalytic
reactions (Mo or Ru on oxide support). Different pathways may not even involve the same
metal ion for the homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts (e.g., metathesis reactions
involving Schrock catalysts (homogeneous) use Mo or W [95], whereas Grubbs catalysts
(heterogeneous) use Ru [96]).
The environmental catalysis category deals with stationary sources (as opposed to
auto) where there are a range of emission problems primarily related to odour control,
volatiles, chlorofluorohydrocarbons, and noxious gases such as SOx and NOx [97]. Pt and
Rh catalysts have been tested on a variety of supports for reduction or oxidation of these
pollutants. Of course, the reductant and the effluent gas to be treated have an influence on
the choice of metals. For example, Pt is easily poisoned by SO2 hence other PGMs, such as
Pd, Ir, and Ru are often tested because of their different sensitivity.
Industrial processes in Table 5 cover a wide range of catalyst applications used in
industry. Ammonia and ammonium nitrate production is one of the most important
applications for PGMs per se, due to significant explosives and fertiliser manufacturing
that consumes around 1% of the world’s power production [98]. The importance of
ammonia production cannot be underestimated since ammonia is an emerging application
for storing hydrogen [99]. While the majority of ammonia production is performed over
Fe-catalysts, synthesis over a Ru/graphite catalyst is also a commercial process [97,100]. In
fertilizer production, Pt and Pd meshes are used for ammonia oxidation to nitrate as part of
ammonium nitrate production [30]. The reduction of aldehydes and ketones to alcohols is
another important industrial reaction principally for the high selectivity for reaction of the
carbonyl group [101]. Another industrial process is the manufacture of phthalic anhydride,
which is used as a precursor for plasticizers in the plastics industry [102]. Hydrogenation
of double bonds (particularly linolenic acid) in oils derived from biosources (hardening)
is also an important reaction particularly for margarine production. Telomerisation is
a catalytic process that is used to limit the degree of polymerization. It is used for the
dimerization of 1, 3 dienes and specifically 1,3, butadiene for conversion to linear or
branched C8 chains, which are used for the manufacture of plasticisers. The catalysis
can be performed over Pd/transition metal complexes (homogeneous [103]) or supported
(heterogeneous [104]) catalysts.
Table 5. PGM catalyst applications under industrial sector.
Reaction Catalyst Comments
Refinery Processes
Cracking of vacuum distillates for fuels
Naphtha production Pd/H-Y-Zeolite
Part of the cracking used for petrol and olefinic
gases production.
Alternative: Transition metals/H-Y-Zeolite [90]
Reforming of naphtha and isomerization
of light gasoline Pt/Al2O3/SiO2 or Pt/Zeolite Used for octane increase in fuels
Disproportionation of toluene to benzene
and xylenes Pt/Al2O3/SiO2
Terephthaic acid and dimethyl terephthalate,
also used in pharmaceutical industry
hydrodesulphurisation Pt/support Desulphurisation of fuels to reduceauto-catalyst poisoning
Isomerisation of xylene Pt/Zeolite or Al2O3
Used to make para-xylene—a precursor for
polyesters [105]. Ga is also used for
this reaction






















Exhaust gas remediation [110]
Alternative: Transition metal TWC
(Fe-CuNi) [111,112]
Industrial Processes
Ammonia synthesis Ru/graphite Most ammonia synthesis is performed overFe-based catalysts [100]
Ammonia oxidation Pt/Pd/Rh metal nets Part of ammonium nitrate production forfertilizers and explosives
Aldehydes/ketones to alcohol Pt, Pd, Ru (also Ni) Used mainly for solvent production underreducing conditions [101]
o-Xylene to phthalic anhydride RuO2 promoter on TiO2/V2O5
Ru is one of several possible promoters.
Phthalic anhydride is used as a precursor for
plasticizers in the plastics industry [92,102].
Hydrogenation of bio-oils Pd Preferential removal of linolenicacid [48,92,113]
Caprolactam Pd, Ru(homogeneous)
Used in nylon fibre fabrication. [29,114]
Alternative methods available
Cyclohexane Production Ru-basedPd/Al2O3
Hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane
from nylon [115]
Alternative: Ni/Al2O3 [29]
Toluene diisocyanate production Pd
Hydrogenation of dinitrotoluene—an
intermediate in Toluene di-isocyanate [116].
Used in a range of products including
polyurethane







Used to reorganize C=C bonds. Most
important example is Olefin metathesis [95,96]







Used for dimerization of 1,3-dienes
particularly for butadiene which is used as a
plasticizer [103]
Nitric Acid Production
(Ostwald process) Pt/Rh/Pd or Pt/Rh gauze Bulk chemical production of nitric acid [29]
H2O2 production
(Antrachinone process) Pd gauze/suspension Production of hydrogen peroxide [29]





Range of hydrogenation reactions using
different catalysts, e.g., Vitamin manufacture,
carboxcylic acid conversion to
aldehydes [92,118]
Reductive amination of aldehydes and
ketones Pd
Hydrogenation in the presence of ammonia.
E.g., isophorene diamine Used to make
sealants and adhesives [119] or isophorene
nitrile used for isocyanates manufacture [120]
Carbonylation of substituted alcohol PdCl2 based Production of ibuprofen [78]
Amidocarbonylation of
2,5,dichloropyridine Pd-Based Anti-parkinson drug lazabemide [121]
Citronella production Rh complex(homogeneous)
One of the main components of citronella oil
which is used as an insect repellent and also
has anti-inflammatory properties.





Production of vinyl acetate monomer
Pd catalyst and ethylene as a reactant) [29].
Acetaldehyde Pd(II)Cl2 Homogeneous catalyst [29]
Metolachlor Ir complex Organic compound used as herbicide [121]
1-Octene production Pd-complex Co-monomer in polyethylene production
For the fine chemicals area, there are number applications which require high selectiv-
ity and only have low product tonnage (compared to other areas in Table 5). Over 50% of
production in this area is for pharmaceuticals, 25% for agricultural, with the remaining 25%
being roughly evenly divided between flavours and fragrances, dyestuff and pigments,
food additives, and other residual processes [92]. Hydrogenation reactions are used to pro-
duce 10–20% products including hydrogenation of nitro compounds, asymmetric catalysis,
and selective hydrogenation of olefinic bonds with the majority of these reactions being
performed over Pd catalysts, although other catalysts may also be used. One important
hydrogenation reaction is the reduction of nitrobenzene used in aniline dyes, explosives,
and drug manufacture. Because it is a significant environmental pollutant, its reduction
is important [122]. Another reaction is the production of Υ-Valerolactone (GVL) from
levulinic acid. GVL is used as a fuel additive, in perfumes, and as food additives [118], and
it can be produced from a Ru-based catalyst. Asymmetric catalysts are used extensively
in the pharmaceutical industry to produce optically pure compounds such as drugs. For
example, the S-isomer of Naproxen, used for pain relief, is innocuous, whereas R-isomer
is a liver toxin. Another important asymmetric reaction is menthol production, which is
performed over an Rh-catalyst. These homogeneous catalysts are expensive because the
ligands that are attached to the metal centres are fine chemicals themselves. The catalysts
are relatively easy to recover as they are often used in batch processes and recovery is part
of the manufacturing process where they are reactivated for the next batch. Acetaldehyde
used as a starting material for acetic acid and ethyl-acetate-vinyl-acetate ester manufacture
is produced over a PdCl2 catalyst. Hydroformylation (combining CO/olefin coupling)
can be performed using an Rh/Phosphine catalyst. Acetic acid can be generated from
methanol and CO over an Rh carbonyl catalyst or Ru-Ir catalyst [6]. Acetic acid is important,
itself, but also in a number of processes, including for the production of vinyl acetate, as
mentioned above. Suzuki coupling of aryl groups can be performed over a Pd complex.
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4.2.2. Petroleum
Table 5 summarises reactions and catalysts used in the refinery sector of industrial
applications. Distillation of different fractions of crude oil is a key industrial process
including naphtha production (liquid distillate). Cracking of distillates, sourced from crude
oil and naphtha reforming, are two of the most important processes in modern industrial
catalysis, particularly for the production of fuels [123,124]. Pd on the zeolite mordenite is
one catalyst that is used for cracking. Isomerisation is important for increasing the octane
rating by producing branched products from the linear alkanes. Pt on acidified mordenite
or alumina/silica mixtures is used in isomerisation reactions to increase the amount of
paraxylene in a mixture of ortho-, meta-, and para-xylene, which is subsequently used as a
precursor for polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
The lifecycle of catalysts used in hydrocarbon manufacturing is generally long. The
main cause of deactivation of these types of catalysts is the build-up of carbonaceous
material (coke) on the catalyst itself. Reactivation of the catalyst is usually addressed by a
regeneration process where the catalyst undergoes an oxidation cycle to burn off the carbon
resulting in CO2 [3]. Coke removal can also be achieved by treatment in the presence of
H2 at elevated temperature, resulting in the formation of methane [125]. With oxidative
regeneration the catalyst can be reactivated several times, resulting in several operational
lifetimes before replacement.
4.3. Auto-Catalysts
When auto catalysts are the topic of discussion, the focus is usually on current ICEV
catalysts for treating exhausts to reduce emission of chemicals such as NOx and SOx and, in
the case of diesel vehicles, carbon particulate emissions. Given the domination of ICEVs in
the auto market, this focus on auto catalysts is understandable. However, the auto market
is seeing the beginning of a long-term transition from ICEVs, powered by fossil fuels, to
EV using batteries in battery electric vehicles (BEV) or hydrogen as a source in a fuel cell
electric vehicle (FCEV). This is largely driven by a thrust to reduce CO2 emissions. The
reliance on Pt for both ICEVs and FCEVs applications is a cause for concern, as mentioned
in some studies [126].
The importance of moving away from fossil fuels is now self-evident with continually
rising CO2 emissions, which, for the vehicle sector, constitute 15% of the total global CO2
emissions [127]. The vast majority of which could be eliminated with a change to BEV (if the
charging uses renewable electricity) or FCEV where the H2 for refuelling is not derived from
fossil fuels. Indeed, national programs and international efforts (such as the EVI, which
involves 13 countries [128]) are devoted to accelerating research and development into
these alternative areas [129], as well as the efforts by IPHE (The International Partnership
for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells in the Economy), which involves 21 countries [130]. As noted
above, the uptake of EVs has been slower than anticipated, and at the time of writing, EVs
are not a huge percentage of the market (around 4.2% passenger cars sold in 2020 were
BEVs or plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs)). However, they represent an important emerging
part of the world market and are therefore included in a summary of the use of PGMs. The
hydrogen economy itself may also see increased use of Pt, Ir, and Ru for the production
(electrolysers) and utilization (fuel cells) of hydrogen in the electrode catalysts [131].
Perhaps surprisingly, the major portion of PGMs used in EVs are for catalyst appli-
cations, but in the EV case, these catalysts facilitate reactions at electrode interfaces both
in FCEVs and potentially BEVs. Figure 3 shows a schematic comparison of PGM usage
in various types of light auto vehicles (pink boxes). For ICEVs, the majority of use for
PGMs is in catalysts for exhaust emission control (Pt, Pd, and Rh), while it is for electrode
catalysts for FCEVs. With BEVs, the current Li-based systems do not require Pt, but its
use would improve efficiency of the anode (hydrogen dissociation) and cathode (oxygen
reduction reaction (O2 + 4e− +4H+ → 2H2O (four electron pathway)) and thereby overall
efficiency [132,133]. With the increasing technology and automation of driving embedded
into modern light vehicles, there is also an increase in the amount of PGM in the electronics
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and electrics [134]. In fact, this is not confined to the PGMs. For example, Ortego et al.
have identified over 60 metals used in modern vehicle manufacture [135,136].
Figure 3. Schematic of where PGMs are used in light vehicles, comparing an internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV),
with a fuel cell (FCEV), and battery electric (BEV) vehicles.
4.3.1. Internal Combustion Engine Vehicles (ICEV)
The largest single demand for PGMs comes from the auto industry, particularly for use
in catalytic converters for exhaust gas treatment. The auto-catalysis figure does not include
indirect PGM usage (particularly Pt) that contributes to auto manufacture, such as in fibre
glass manufacture for composite materials for car bodies, PGM-based catalysts for polymer
production [14], spark plugs [14], PGM metals in catalysts used in refining fuels [92], or
those used in the electrics and electronics. All these are included in the industry sector.
The demand for PGMs in auto-catalysts has been driven largely by auto-emission
regulation, which has changed considerably over the years and continues to change.
Initially, CO and hydrocarbon oxidation were all that was required under early auto-
exhaust regulation, but this moved to stricter requirements for lower NOx emissions
eventually requiring catalytic conversion of the NOx as opposed to further engine design
modification, which could not achieve the emissions requirements [25]. This change led to
the three-way catalytic converter in the 1980s [137,138]. Diesel engines provided some of
the biggest challenges since they required, in addition to the removal of other emissions,
removal of carbon.
Taking Europe as an example, the changing requirements for light diesel vehicles
is depicted in Figure 4. Under early regulation, only a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC)
was required. However, around 2010, most vehicles also required a particulate filter
(DPF). Further changes resulted in different catalyst design strategies where lean burning
conditions for oxidation of NOx (LNT) were implemented; all these catalysts required
PGMs as described below, but the mix of metals and catalyst types has led to a complex
demand for Pt, Pd, and Rh. However, the increase from 222.4 t/a in 1998 to 299 t/a in 2019
is dominated by increased use of Pd arising from greater demands for emission control,
particularly for light duty petrol engines in China [139], as well as increased overall auto
production [25]. The increased Pd demand resulted in large Pd price increases. The overall
outcome resulted in an increased use of PGM, as can be seen in Figure 5, for the period
1998 to 2019. Since 1998, Pt and Rd consumption has been consistently between 50 and
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100 t/a and 20 and 30 t/a, respectively (Figure 5). Indeed, the price increases in PGMs has
led a number of auto manufacturers to drop diesel vehicle manufacturing altogether [27].
Figure 4. Breakdown of catalysts type in light diesel autos in Europe (after Johnson Matthey [139]).
The introduction of stricter regulation has led to the introduction of new technology. DOC = diesel
oxidation catalyst (Pt and Pd varying amounts), DPF = diesel particulate filter (Pt and Pd), and
LNT = Lean NOx trap (Rh). Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) includes JM technology, but it is not
a PGM-based catalyst.
Figure 5. Tonnes of PGM used in auto-catalysts during the period 1998 to 2019. N.B. All data
originally from Johnson-Matthey [25], but 1998 to 2003 from [138]. Note—vertical axis is not linear
due to years 1998 and 2000.
In Figure 6, demand for PGM in diesel vehicles is broken down by region. In terms
of Pt demand for auto-catalyst manufacture, Europe has the consistently highest demand,
followed by the rest of the world (RoW), Japan, North America, and then China (Figure 6a).
Most regions have a dip around 2009, which coincides with the significant substitution
of Pd for Pt. However, it also overlaps with the GFC where demand for cars may have
been lower. Pd consumption for auto-catalyst manufacture shows a considerable increase
in all regions, apart from Japan, from 2009 (Figure 6b). Interestingly, the Pd/Pt by region,
shows very high values in China followed by North America (Figure 6c). In China, the
high Pd/Pt ratio indicates that auto-catalysts have higher Pd loadings than elsewhere in
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the world. This is odd since the higher S contents reported for fuels in China compared
to the rest of the world would lead to greater poisoning, which should be a driver for
greater Pt loadings [140]. Higher PGM levels would be required to get a similar emissions
outcome. Europe and Japan have the lowest Pd/Pt ratios and the strictest regulatory
regimes, but also low sulphur content. PGM demand for 2020 was lower than recent years
and is attributed to the global Covid-19 pandemic [27].
Figure 6. (a) Pt and (b) Pd demand for auto-catalysts, by region, between 2006 and 2019. (c) Pd/Pt
ratio for demand by region from 1998 to 2019.
Pt and Pd are used in the auto industry to reduce carbon monoxide (CO) and unburnt
hydrocarbons (HC) emissions by oxidation to CO2 and water [137,139]. Rh is primarily
used in NOx reduction and is not usually substituted by Pd or Pt [14,138]. Lean burn
engines increase the amount of NOx generated, hence higher catalyst loadings are required
to eliminate this NOx. However, the early expansion of diesel engine usage (1990 to 1996)
has meant that demand didn’t increase at the pace that regulatory frameworks were driving
towards lower emissions for petrol engines and, therefore, higher catalyst loadings. The
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reason behind this is that diesel engines were able to meet early emission standards in
Europe (Euro 1) via engine adjustment [25].
According to Böck, the choice of PGMs for auto-emission catalysis is underpinned by:
1. high activity of these metals under high flow and short residence time of the exhaust
gas over the catalyst,
2. resistance to poisoning (particularly by Sulphur compounds),
3. they are less prone to deactivation by interaction with the support and sintering,
4. they have significant activity at temperatures as low as 220◦C (around 400 to 500◦C
lower than thermal oxidation).
Restrictions on the emission of NOx led to the development of the three-way catalyst
(TWC) for light duty ICEVs where Rh played the important role of NOx reduction [141].
Indeed, stricter limits on NOx emissions led both to higher PGM loadings on TWC cata-
lysts, as well as inclusion of diesel ICEVs (e.g., Euro VIb regulations on light duty diesel
vehicles). It also led to the introduction of the DPF and the DOC both of which use Pt
and Pd [139]. Moreover, improved fuel quality (less S) led to the substitution of Pt by Pd,
which introduces an interplay on demand between these PGMs [142]. This substitution
was initially driven by cheaper Pd prices than Pt. However, this situation has changed
considerably with significant increases in Pd prices, which are nearly 2.5 times the price of
Pt at the time of writing this article.
The most widespread method of removing NOx in petrol driven light automobiles
(where PGMs are used) is through a TWC which is run under lean burn conditions. This
system will reduce NOx emissions but, in addition, oxidises both CO and any hydrocarbons
to CO2 and water [143]. Of course, the type of reaction that occurs will depend on the
air-to-fuel ratio (A/F) [138]. Stoichiometric feed occurs with air to fuel ratio of 14.7 and
lean conditions at A/Fs >14.7. Under normal operation, the NOx are converted to nitrates
and stored on an alkali earth (e.g., Ba) or alkali metal (K) component of the support. During
short periods where the engine is operated with an A/F < 14.7, the nitrates are reduced
to N2 and water over a Ru catalyst, although mixed PGMs are also reported [143]. The
reactions on this system include (note that Pd can be substituted for Pt):
NO + 0.5O2
Pt→ NO2 → N-oxidation (1)
NO2 + MCO3
Pt→ MNO3 + CO2 → N-storage (alkali earth or alkali metal) (2)
MNO3 + H2
Pt→ MO + NO + H2O→ Trap regeneration (A/F < 14.7) (3)
2NO + 2H2
Rh→ N2 + 2H2O→ Trap regeneration (A/F < 14.7) (4)
MO + CO2
Pt→ MCO3 → Trap regeneration (A/F < 14.7) (5)
MCO3 + SO3
Pt→ MSO4 + CO2 → Sulphate Build-up (6)
The oxidation catalysts contain Pt and Rh or Pt, Pd, and Rh where the Pd substitutes
for the Pt [139]. The Rh catalyst (reaction (4)) may be mixed metal and higher loadings
lead to greater NOx reduction at lower operating temperature [106]. They have an alkali
or alkali earth component used for storing the NOx during normal operation which is
oxidized to NO2, reacting with the alkali or alkali earth to form nitrates (reactions (1)
and (2)) [106]. When lean conditions are imposed (A/F ratio is decreased), a reducing
environment is imposed, and the nitrates react with the hydrocarbons and CO to reduce
them to N2. Catalysts typically have 0.1 to 0.3 g Ru/L of catalyst and 3.5 to 4.0 g/L for
the Pt or Pt/Pd component [106]. The introduction of Pd occurred in the mid-nineties and
coincided with the introduction of S-lean fuels. Pt is more resistant to S poisoning than
Pd, so a reduction in S content of the fuel was necessary for Pd to be introduced. In larger
vehicles, a non-PGM catalyst is used for NOx reduction based on urea and will not be
further discussed here. There are ongoing issues with catalyst design, particularly with
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deactivation during air flow over the catalyst, where Rh dissolution into ceria, zirconia,
or sintering may occur [141], as well as efficiency improvements in internal combustion
engines which lead to lower catalyst operating temperatures [137].
PGMs are also used in light duty diesel engines. These engines have a high fuel
efficiency and historically low CO emissions which in earlier times saw them as “green”
vehicles. As diesel engines operate under very lean conditions, CO and unburnt hydrocar-




Pt→ CO2 + H2O (8)
The main problem area for diesel engines is the generation of carbonaceous particulate
material (PM) with absorbed hydrocarbons (some of which are partially oxidized), sulfuric
and nitric acids which have been associated with health hazards [138]. These particulates
are generally caught in a particulate trap where they undergo oxidation either at regu-
lar intervals (of distance) or even continuously. This cycle involves increasing the trap
temperature to over 550 ◦C for the following reactions to occur:
PM + 0.5O2
Pt→ CO2 + H2O (9)
NO + 0.5O2
Pt→ NO2 (10)
The key reaction here is reaction (10) where the generation of NO2, which is a strong
oxidant, over a Pt catalyst facilitates the reduction of the PM at much lower temperatures
(as low as 250 ◦C) than thermal oxidation. Partial replacement of Pt by Pd is used in many
of these catalysts.
4.3.2. Electric Vehicles
The IEA reported that, in 2020, there were 7.2 million electric vehicles (EV) on the
road with nearly half in the People’s Republic of China [128]. While these figure are
small in terms of total EVs (2.6% of the total market [128]) they represent the changing
future. The rate of uptake of EVs has been much slower than anticipated. In Victoria,
Australia, one study in 2012, for example, based on reasonable assumptions, predicted
that electric vehicles of all types would constitute around 25% of the auto market by
2020 [144]. However, in 2020 the actual figures for EVs (dominated by BEVs) were only
around 0.2% of the total market, highlighting the slow uptake of these types of vehicles.
Victoria is not the only jurisdiction witnessing a slow uptake in EVs; this experience is
observed in many places around the world [145]. There seems to be a number of reasons
for this laggard uptake including, range anxiety, charging infrastructure concerns, and
disappearing government incentives to name a few [128,144,145].
EVs are divided into battery EVs (BEV), hybrid EVs (HEVs), plug-in hybrid EVs
(PHEV), and fuel cell EVs (FCEV) [146]. In the fuel cell category, there are a number of fuel
cell technologies that exist for a range of stationary and non-stationary applications. These
are classified by the type of electrolyte [147]. They include polymer electrolyte membrane
fuel cell (PEMFC), solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), molten
carbonate fuel cells (MCFC), direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC), alkaline fuel cells (AFC),
and reversible fuel cells (RFC) [148–150]. Since some of these fuel cells do not employ PGMs
because they operate at elevated temperature (SOFC & MCFC) they will not be discussed
further [148]. While PAFCs use Pt catalyst [147] they are currently used for stationary
applications and will not be discussed further here except to say that the electrode catalysts
used in PAFCs are subject to the same problems as Pt catalysts on electrodes used in
other fuel cells [151]. AFCs and PEMFCs, both use a carbon supported Pt-metal catalyst.
The amount of Pt required in AFCs, due to better kinetics, is only 20% compared to in
PEMFC [152]. Alternatives include Co and Fe Phthalocyanine [153]. DMFCs use Pt-Ru
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catalysts [154] or Pt-Co/Pt-Ni catalysts [155]. RFCs can use PGM catalysts, but transition
metal electrode catalysts are also under investigation [156].
Fuel cells that operate at lower temperatures require good catalysts at electrodes for
oxygen and hydrogen dissociation reactions that eventually lead to the formation of water.
Of the two reactions the oxygen dissociation (or better known as the oxygen reduction reac-
tion (ORR)) is the more tardy and has been the subject of intense research [157]. Pt reduces
the overpotential required for oxygen reduction [132,158]. According to Wagner et al. [157],
who give an excellent review of the catalysis requirements of the electrode catalyst, the
highest ORR kinetics are obtained on smooth Pt surfaces rather than at “defect sites” such
as steps, kinks, and edges, often associated with heterogeneous catalysis. The optimization
of these catalysts, therefore, is about optimising the Pt-active sites rather than generating
highly dispersed Pt such as in atomic dispersion or small 3D particles.
PEMFC which are viable candidates for auto applications, uses a Pt catalyst or Pt-
Ru catalyst where CO levels are likely to be high [147]. The development of alternative
electrode catalysts still relies on some Pt being present. Alternatives include Pt-transition
metal catalysts in binary or ternary compositions [45,159]. Hou et al. [45] point out that the
overall loading of PGM as a catalyst in a fuel cell makes this technology competitive with
PGM autocatalyst loadings (ICEV) for exhaust emission control. Recent work in the US
points to M-Nx sites (particularly Fe-N clusters [129]) on graphitic carbon as a potential
alternative [48,160]. PGM loading of fuel cells has been significantly reduced over the last
couple of decades to close to 0.3 g/kW. US, Japan, and China, in their respective roadmaps
have all set a target of PGM loadings below 0.125 g/kW by 2030 [161]. This loading is close
to the PGM quantities currently used in the ICEVs of around 5 to 10 g/vehicle. Therefore,
the achievement of these targets for platinum loadings would not result in a substantial
increase in platinum demand. As the PEMFC for both stationary as well as transport
applications are operated at temperatures below 70–80 ◦C, the dissipation of PGMs to
atmosphere is expected to be substantially lower. The recycling of the PGMs from PEMFCs
is an active area of research, as described below [162].
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)
Almost 50 metals have been identified in the production of BEVs, some of which are
critical for production. 1.2 tonnes of metal were used in a Li-battery operated light vehicle,
coining the term “road-mine” [136]. BEV demand for PGMs is confined to their use in
electronic components, as noted above. Iglesias-Embil et al. [136] show that PGMs are used
in a Li-battery BEV in the front axle, wheels and brakes, body, electrics & electronics, and
accessories, with the vast majority being used in the electrics and electronics. Ortego further
includes foot adjustment mechanism, airbag circuitry, and rain, speed, and temperature
sensors, with some of these included in the front axle, wheel, and brake systems mentioned
above [135]. For example, in the drive train, the invertor must be de-coupled from the
battery DC source using a DC-link capacitor. Pt can be used as a thin film electrode in
one version of this capacitor [163]. Moreover, it has been reported that PGMs (principally
Pt) may improve electrode kinetics for Li-batteries which has engendered recent market
interest [164]. The overall loadings of PGMs in a Li-battery powered BEV for Ru, Rh, and
Pt are <0.1 g/vehicle and between 0.1 g and 1 g for Pd [136] with only Ru showing an
increased demand with respect to an ICEV and Pt remaining at similar levels.
Related to BEV, its charging infrastructure [165] will still have some electronic cir-
cuits/capacitors/equipment that may use some PGMs; otherwise, the major equipment
used in the fast chargers is the AC/DC invertors.
Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs)
Hydrogen powered FCEVs are potential substitutes for ICEVs [166–168]. As described
above, uptake has been slow. Miller, for example reported that there were 14,000 hydrogen
powered vehicles worldwide [129], although IEA estimated 25,000 at the end of 2019 [169].
In terms of propulsion, using H2 via either direct combustion or through fuel cell technology
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are considered as candidates for future autos [170]. Currently, the vast majority of hydrogen
is produced via steam-methane reformation that has a considerable carbon footprint, so the
hydrogen fuel for FCEVs needs to be sourced from renewable processes to have a carbon
footprint benefit over ICEVs, for example, directly from water splitting [171]. Electrolysers
for hydrogen production are another technology that is being deployed worldwide on the
tens of MW scale. PEM based electrolysers also use PGM group metals such as Pt and
Ir [19,50]. The demand for these metals will grow at a rapid rate with the further uptake of
this technology for hydrogen production from renewable electricity sources such as solar
PV and wind generators [169].
FCEVs have a higher demand for Pt than EVs or vehicles running on fossil fuels (up
by 0.6%, according to Zhang et al. [45]), but figures vary. Hou et al. [45], for example,
suggest that it is 12.5 g/unit as opposed to ICEVs at between 5 and 10 g/unit, while on
the other hand, Notter et al. [171] suggest 14.3 g/unit for FCEVs versus 4 to 9 g/unit for
ICEV. Wittstock et al. [162] determined that the figure for PEMFC EVs is 11.2 g/vehicle but
noted that some assessments indicate loadings as high as 42 g/vehicle. A value of 33.76 g
is obtained using the figures of Simons and Bauer (225 cm2 electrode area and 0.15 g/cm2
Pt) [172] which is similar to values reported by Banham et al. [75]. There is an ongoing drive
to reduce PGM loadings and a number of different methods for catalyst preparation with
lower Pt loadings being are either reviewed or discussed in the literature [75,159,173–176].
4.4. Substitution for PGMs
Substitution for PGMs is a broad topic and a good general overview of potential
substitutes is provided by Nassar et al. [6]. The focus in this section will be on substitution
in the catalytic processes described above.
The search for substitutes for PGMs in many catalytic processes is complex and
requires some understanding of the catalytic process. One aspect of catalytic activity is
in metal dispersion. It might be thought that, in many heterogeneous catalytic processes,
activity might be optimized by the greatest level of atomic dispersion of the active metal,
thereby providing the opportunity for every metal atom to be involved in the catalytic
reaction. However, this view is not applicable to all catalytic reactions because it ignores
the role of surrounding metals atoms at an active site as well as the role of the support and
promoters. A good example of this is in ammonia synthesis where the Fe-based catalyst,
with promoters, works by dissociative absorption of both N2 and H2 and successive
hydrogenation of atomic nitrogen [177–179]. This means that there needs to be adjacent
sites containing enough atomic hydrogen for the synthesis to occur. Moreover, the active
metal sites for N2 dissociation are not just any site on the surface but have preferred crystal
orientations. This brief summary provides more insight into the issues of substitution at
the atomic to nanometric scale, which puts the issues of substitution into perspective from
the catalytic perspective.
Ammonia synthesis on Fe has been studied extensively, and the discovery of the
mechanism formed the basis of a Nobel Prize. The scission of the N≡N triple bond is
highly structure sensitive, that is, on Fe single crystals it requires particular sites for the
dissociation reaction to proceed. The optimum site is a surface Fe atom surrounded by
seven other Fe atoms labelled as C7 in Figure 7a [180]. The number of C7 sites increases
with open surface structures such as the Fe(111) plane, which has the highest activity
of any of the Fe single crystal planes (Figure 7a). The C7 sites comprise second and
third layer Fe atoms such that a hollow is formed in which the nitrogen molecule sits.
The absorption diagram in Figure 7b shows several different adsorbed states prior to
dissociative absorption. The α’ state is where the bottom N atom of the N2 molecule
sits at the C7 site and the top atom sits in the potential well that exists between two C4
Fe atoms [181]. This configuration is the optimum for the nitrogen lone pair electron to
interact with the surface and the surface atoms to back donate into the antibonding states
of N≡N thus weakening the triple bond. The next step is dissociation leading to absorbed
atomic nitrogen. This model has been established from both experimental data and DFT
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calculations [177,182]. When there is enough atomic nitrogen on the surface, it undergoes a
surface reconstruction to a cubic structure with similarities to FeN [183,184].
Figure 7. (a) Schematic of di-nitrogen and atomic nitrogen for two different absorption sites on Fe(111) surface based on
DFT calculations [177,182]. On this surface, the topmost Fe atoms have four neighbours (C4), and the surface Fe atoms on
the next and following layers have seven nearest neighbours (C7). The C7 site is the most active for nitrogen dissociation.
(b) Energy diagram for different surface states on Fe(111). The α’→ β transition is from dinitrogen to atomic nitrogen.
Fe(111) also reconstructs into a surface nitride when there is high atomic nitrogen coverage. (c) Structure sensitivity of
the Fe catalyst is demonstrated by comparing the reactivity of different Fe surface (Fe(111), Fe(100), and Fe(110)). These
differences can be eliminated via certain treatment as discussed in the text [185]. (d) A typical volcano curve showing the
turnover frequency (TOF) for different metals as a function of the difference in N2 adsorption energy compared to Ru [186].
The catalyst used in the industrial Haber–Bosch process for the production of ammonia
is, of course, not a single crystal but is formed by reduction of wustite and has structural
and electronic promoters (Ca and Al oxides as well as K and Si) [187–189]. Originally, these
were present in the ores used to manufacture the catalyst but may now be added to achieve
desired performance. The structural promoters such as CaO, Al2 O3, and SiO2 stabilize
a surface structure that has high N≡N dissociation activity (presumably optimizing the
number of C7 sites). The electron withdrawing properties of electropositive K also weakens
the N≡N triple bond. The activity of single crystals in the presence of some of these
promoters is presented in Figure 7c. It can be seen that the reactivity of surfaces Fe(100) and
Fe(110), containing AlxOy and pre-treated in 20 Torr of H2O, increases to that of Fe(111) in
the presence of AlxOy [185]. These results highlight the complexity of surface structures in
heterogeneous catalysis and point to the potential complexity of finding substitutes which
will have good structures for dinitrogen dissociation.
The search for alternatives for ammonia synthesis and other reactions often involves
the use of volcano curves such as Figure 7d. These can be developed based on kinetic
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models for nitrogen dissociation over different metals (such as Figure 7d or experimental
data). These types of diagrams are of interest from the perspective of substitution because
they show the relative activity of different metals and, in some cases, highlight why the
current industry standard may be difficult to replace. In this instance, it can be seen that
Ru has a higher turnover frequency (ToF) than Fe for ammonia synthesis. Interestingly,
a CoMo binary catalyst was also predicted to perform well, and this led to significant
research on Co-Mo nitrides as substitute catalysts for ammonia synthesis, which show
good performance but have not been commercially adopted.
Volcano diagrams, such as in Figure 7d, indicating the higher ToF of Ru compared to
Fe, have led to the development of Ru catalysts (particularly Ru/graphite) for ammonia
synthesis. Moreover, the Ru/graphite catalyst used in commercial ammonia synthesis has
a smaller environmental footprint than the Fe-based since it operates at lower pressure and
temperature. As with the Fe-based catalyst, the Ru catalyst is very structure sensitive for
N≡N dissociation occurring at an ensemble of 5 Ru atoms at steps in Ru nanocrystallites
(B5 site) at a rate that is 109 times higher than a Ru(0001) surface (Figure 8a) [190,191]. The
optimal structure for obtaining the highest density of these sites is on a Ru nanocrystallite
with a size of around 5 nm in raft shaped particles, which have been grown epitaxially
on hexagonal close packed structures such as that of graphite [191]. As with the Fe-based
catalysts, there are structural and electronic promoters for Ru catalysts, with the most active
being alkali earths Cs and Ba. As can be seen in Figure 8b–d Cs and Ba behave differently
as promoters. Cs atoms apparently sit at the interface between the Ru and the substrate (so
called “hot ring” effect (Figure 8a) whereas Ba, in the form of BaO, decorates the surface
of the Ru nanocrystallites (Figure 8b) [192]. Because of the multistep nature of ammonia
synthesis from N2 and H2 (generation of atomic hydrogen and nitrogen, hydrogenation of
N through NH*, NH2*, and NH3*) the availability of sites on the surface for reaction is key
to a ToF. It should be noted that Ru displays a strong dissociative adsorption of H2, which
can block sites not only directly for N2 adsorption but also indirectly for populating the
surface with atomic nitrogen via surface diffusion after dissociation. Specifically, if the B5
sites become saturated with atomic hydrogen (hydrogen poisoning) then the activity will
decrease, so it is critical to have sites available for atomic nitrogen via a surface diffusion.
Hence, one role for promotion for Ru is to reduce the effect of hydrogen poisoning [193].
So, in the example of the Fe- and Ru-based catalysts, the end product is the same
(ammonia) but the surface structures are completely different. The optimization of these
sites requires control over structural and electronic promoters as well as particle size. This
multidimensional problem represents a fundamental difficulty of finding substitutes for
many catalytic processes. Many of the catalytic reactions based on PGMs rely on the ability
of the active metal or combination of metal and support to allow for adsorption of reactants
for the catalytic process to proceed. This is particularly true for auto catalysts where
the high activity at relatively low temperatures of the PGM at high flow rates and short
residence times is unlikely to be reproduced by other metals. The role of supports is also
highlighted in auto-catalysts where alkali earth or alkali metal supports store carbonates
and nitrates. This means that the prospect for substitution is not straight forward because
the reactants must absorb on surface sites that have the right catalytic metals, chemistry,
and structure amenable to adsorption and reaction. Indeed, the properties of PGM metals
and oxides and their interactions with supports and promoters, may be unique [194]. As a
final remark on substitution in ammonia synthesis, there are also homogeneous catalytic
routes through the progressive hydrogenation of molecular nitrogen, but activity is very
low [195].
It seems unlikely, at least in the near future, that PGMs will be replaced by other
catalyst systems in many of the examples discussed above. However, in the case of auto
catalysts research is being undertaken using other transition metals [111,112]. Asakura
et al. [111] summarised the approaches for PGM alternatives as being (1) metal oxides
supported on zeolites, spinels, or perovskites, (2) single atom or atomically dispersed
metal sites as active centres, or (3) alloyed metal nanoparticles. A number of groups have
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examined highly dispersed Cu on a range of supports (combining paths 1 and 2) which
show some good activity for NO reduction, but not at a low enough temperature [112].
Far more work has been done on binary, ternary, and quaternary mixture of 3d transition
metals. For example, Asakura et al. [111] have examined ternary alloys incorporating Fe
into binary alloys of Cu-Ni and found that they can perform the oxidation and reduction
requirements in laboratory conditions. Hirakawa et al. [112] have examined nanoparticles
comprising 3d transition metal quaternary mixtures of Fe, Ni, and Co, with Cu. They
found that an increase in the number of alloy components facilitated NO dissociation and
were more resistant to oxidation than binary alloys. Despite these encouraging results, no
replacement is currently available in the auto industry. There will, of course, be other types
of optimization of the PGM catalyst systems with the objective of using less PGM in the
TWCs. The rapidly increasing switch to EVs may mean that the search for substitutes in
ICEV applications will almost certainly be wound back.
Figure 8. Dinitrogen adsorption on Ru after Hellman et al. [196] and You et al. [191]. (a) B5 site for
dinitrogen adsorption on step in Ru nanocrystal. The B5 site involves the four Ru atoms with red
circumferences sitting on the top and bottom of the step plus the Ru atom directly below the step.
The nitrogen molecule (blue) sits astride the step. Several other B5 sites are also indicated in (a). Two
atomic hydrogen atoms are also present on the surface in green. The size of these atoms is taken
from Hellman et al. [196]. (b–d) are schematics representing decoration of a Ru nanocrystalline raft
decorated by Alkali earths. The structure of the Ru rafts is not explicit as the relationship between
the promoters and Ru is not known precisely. (b) Caesium ion decoration around the perimeter of
the Ru crystal, (c) BaO decoration on top of the Ru crystal, and (d) combined Cs and BaO decoration.
Diagrams (b–d) are drafted after Kowalczyk et al. [192].
4.5. Future PGM Demand for EVs
PGM demand for the manufacture of EVs is difficult to predict with certainty for two
reasons. First, the actual demand for EVs, even though it is increasing, is uncertain [168].
Clearly, previous projections for the numbers of EVs have over-estimated what has even-
tuated. The prediction of total EV car numbers are further complicated by the uptake of
smaller two and three wheel EVs, which compete in the same market [197]. Second, the
quantity of PGMs used in different types of EVs can vary by two orders of magnitude
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depending on EV types (see Section 4.3.2). One big source of variation will be the loading
of PGM containing electrode catalysts in FCEVs [75,174].
Figure 9a,b shows the amount of Pt in vehicle stock and the projected Pt demand for
scenarios defined by the IEA, respectively [197]. The scenarios include the ”Stated Policies“
scenario which outlines EV uptake based on legislated or announced government policies
from around the world. The “sustainable development” policy aims for universal access
to energy, reduction in pollution, and reduction in greenhouse gas emission, according
to the Paris Agreement. The 2025 figures for the sustainable development scenario are
not included in Figure 9. For BEVs and PHEVs, it has been assumed that Pt is only in
the electronics and sensors, so a figure of 0.1 g/vehicle has been used, whereas for fuel
cell vehicles, additional Pt is used in the cell electrodes, and a figure of 12.3 g/vehicle is
used (see Section 4.3.2). In terms of the accumulation of Pt in vehicle stock, it is not too
surprising to see that cars with fuel cells make the biggest contribution. This contribution
is around 60% for a little under 5 million vehicles, whereas BEV and PHEV cars constitute
around 20% Pt for around 200 million vehicles. Clearly FCEVs will have the biggest impact
of Pt flows.
Figure 9. Predicted Amount of Pt required in BEVs, FC EVs, and Hybrids (PHEVs) under different
scenarios, as defined in the latest IEA report on EVs. Scenarios include the year 2019, 2025, 2030,
and a “highly sustainable” scenario for 2030. Based on figures obtained from: [197] Global EV Data
Explorer—Analysis—IEA. (a) Amount of Pt in a vehicle stocks up to the designated year and (b)
Pt demand/annum for the EV market. Both the stock and demand figures are broken down into
EV types and vehicle types. It is assumed that BEV and PHEV have a Pt demand associated with
sensors and auto electrics, but FCEVs have Pt demand for catalysts for the fuel cell. The figure used
is 12.3 g/vehicle taken from Hou et al. [45]. (Stat. Policy—current combined stated policies of all
nations and pertains to Y2025 and Y2030 (Stat. Policy) and “Sus’ble” is sustainable development
policy (see text for details)).
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A similar trend can be seen in the projected annual Pt demand for different types of
vehicles in the 2030 “sustainable development” scenario. FCEV-cars have the highest Pt
demand at around 60% of total demand required for 1.3 million cars, whereas BEV and
PHEV cars have only 13% of demand for the manufacture of approximately 40 million cars.
The total Pt demand of around 30 t/annum for the “sustainable development” scenario
(Table 6) is well below current total demand from the auto sector, as well as the projected
demand for a scenario where there are no EVs in the fleet (Table 6, orange column). When
future projected ICEV annual Pt demand (Table 6, central green column) is added to the
EV demand, then the total Pt demand approaches the demand without EVs but does
show a reduction compared to an ICEV fleet (Table 6, far right green column compared
to yellow column). It should be noted that these figures are calculated using a realistic
figure of 12.5 g/v for FCEVs (~ 0.125 g/kW). Interestingly, despite the large increase in the
percentage of the market under the different EV uptake scenarios, the projected Pt demand
is similar.
Table 6. Projected Pt Demand for various 2030 IEA scenarios assuming production of 120,000,000
















Policies 17.3 134.3 7.6 110.8 118.4
Sustainable
Development 36 134.3 29.5 85.9 115.4
1 Based on 2030 projected vehicle numbers (~120,000,000) and Pt demand for auto catalysts (89.5 tonnes) per
vehicle in 2019 (80,000,000) which equates to 1.1 g/vehicle. (Note that other PGMs included in addition to Pt in
ICE vehicles). 2 Based on 0.1 g/vehicle for EVs apart from FCEV which were 12.5 g/vehicle. Vehicle numbers
from IEA. 3 Numbers adjusted based on EV market share; Pt g/vehicle based on the same value as for footnote 1.
Looking more closely at Pt demand for FCEVs, Figure 10 shows the annual demand
under a range of scenarios as well as different levels of penetration of FCEVs into the EV
market. First, we examine the IEA Sustainable development scenarios of 2.8% penetration
of the EV market for a mix of different Pt “loadings” per vehicle. The high demand scenario
includes 35 g/v for cars and vans and 25 g/v for trucks and buses, with a total annual
demand in 2030 of 66 tonnes under the IEA scenarios. The figures of 35 g/v and 25 g/v
were taken from Banham et al. [75] and represent the upper end of loadings for current
technology. Values higher than this have been reported but are not considered feasible
from a commercial perspective [162,198]. The “medium” scenario uses a realistic current
value for cars and vans (22.5 g/v), reported by Kongkanand and Mathias [176], and the
Banham et al. figure for buses and trucks. The “low” scenario starts to get into target values.
In this scenario, a value of 12.5, taken from Hou et al. [45], is used for everything; this value
is approximately equivalent to 0.125 g/kW. Finally, the “target” scenario uses the “stretch”
target [176] of 6 g/v (0.0625 g/kW) for cars and 12.5 g/v for buses and trucks. Of course,
any number of combinations can be calculated using different mixes of catalyst loading, but
the following general points can be made here. Under the IEA scenarios for FCEVs in 2030,
the FCEV Pt demand, as well as the total demand for the complete EV+ICEV fleet, will still
be below total demand from a 100% ICEV fleet (Table 6, 134.3 tonnes). Realistic projections
for likely Pt demand probably lie somewhere between the “low” and “medium” scenarios
listed below, as these figures reflect the current status of the technology. One complication
of the catalyst loadings associated with stretch targets noted by several authors is that
performance starts to drop off significantly at high current density (>1 Acm−2), indicating
a lower bound on the level of Pt loading [176], although catalyst design for lower loadings
is an active area of research, as reviewed by Banham et al. [75].
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Figure 10. Pt Demand from FCEV sector using gram/vehicle (g/v) loadings from a number of
different sources. The vehicle scenario is the sustainable development 2030 IEA scenario. This
scenario has FECV cars as 2.8% (Orange) of the total EV fleet consisting of 1,368,831 cars, 267,260 Light
Commercial Vehicles (Vans), 96,109 Buses, and 254,858 Trucks. The number of grams/vehicle (g/v)
are enumerated in the figure, which also shows the mix. Included are scenarios where FECV make
up 10% (green) and 30% (mauve) of the total EV-car category. Numbers are obtained by adjusting
the BEV numbers downward and making a corresponding increase in the FCEV, with no change to
PHEV numbers.
It should be pointed out that in the IEA “sustainable” scenario, FCEVs only constitute
around 2.8% of the total car market, if this percentage increased significantly, then the Pt
demand would increase significantly. Beyond the IEA sustainable development scenario,
there could be different levels of penetration of FCEVs into the total EV market which
could have implications for Pt demand. In Figure 10, two additional levels of penetration
of FCEVs are presented, both of these scenarios only use substitution of FCEVs for BEVs
in the total EV market. At 10% substitution, Pt demand increases with only the “high“
loading scenario at 123 tonnes/annum actually exceeding 100 tonnes. With 30% pene-
tration, all scenarios apart from the target scenario exceed 100 tonnes/annum with the
“highest” loadings category reaching 334 tonnes/annum. Only the, as yet to be achieved,
“target” loading at 60 tonnes/annum is a realistically manageable Pt demand without
substantial price increases and commensurate with current Pt demand for autocatalysts
of 70 to 80 tonnes/annum (Figure 1). These different Pt demands for different levels of
penetration of FCEVs into the EV market suggest that there may be serious limitations for
larger scale FCEVs uptake in the auto market and indicate that a policy framework might
be necessary for use of Pt in these types of applications.
5. Recycling/Secondary Supply
Data is not available for recycling for all PGMs, but there is data for Pt, Pd, and Rh in
the literature. Many aspects on recycling of critical metals have been published [38,166,199].
Pt and Pd obtained via recycling each constitute around 20–25% of the total market [25].
Sources of scrap PGMs include spent catalysts, electronic scrap, jewellery manufacturing
scrap (new scrap), and scrap from other applications, such as extrusion dies and crucibles,
used in glass manufacture and other areas, as discussed below. In digital technology, hard
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disk recycling has not yet peaked [25], and mobile phone recycling is also still immature [72],
indicating that increased recovery from these sources may be possible in the future. For
vehicles, there are emerging assessments of the value of the cyclic economy, but price of
the PGMs will play a critical role [134,200]. Some analysis of recycling of Pd and Pt from
PCBs and oxygen sensors in vehicles has also been performed [134].
For some of these sources, Hagelüken [201] suggests the following PGM content:
computer boards 80 g/t Pd, mobile phones 130 g/t Pd, and auto-catalysts 2000 g/t PGM
which are all better than a nominal value of <10 g/t for primary ores. Bahaloo-Horeh
suggests there might be nearly 5000 g/t of PGM in auto-catalyst [202]. Presumably, these
differences relate to variation among auto manufacturers, regulatory environment changing
with time, and geographical location.
In principle, the recycling route for PGMs in certain sectors, e.g., in auto or industrial
catalysts or electronics, should be well defined because the PGM content of the product is
relatively well known and its matrix well defined, and in some areas, recycling is already
well established [70,203,204]. Indeed, Hagelüken suggests that it should be possible to
collect over 90% of PGM [201]. The total number of vehicles manufactured is also well
known. For example, the number of cars manufactured worldwide in 2018 was 70,470,000
which is down from 72,110,000 in 2016. An additional 21,070,000 commercial vehicles
were also manufactured. The total vehicle stock in 2015 was 1.1 billion, and there were
377 million trucks [205].
However, PGM recycling from auto-catalysts has a number of drivers that makes
predicting the level of PGM recovery difficult [166,201]. Recycling of PGMs is not solely
driven by the price of the PGMs per se, but it also depends on the catalyst loading of
PGM and this has changed with changing emission regulation particularly NOx emission
as described above [25,106,138]. The amount of material recycled from auto-catalysts is
further complicated by lengthening of vehicle lifetimes, which has introduced a “lag”
in the recycling cycle. Export of second hand vehicles into regions where there is less
recycling also complicates the recovery of PGMs [25]. Furthermore, there appear to be
unidentified “sinks” for vehicle recovery. For example, in 1998, the USGS reported that
around 17,000,000 vehicles were scrapped, but only 12,000,000 were recycled. Whether
the remaining 5,000,000 were stockpiled or lost to the cycle was unclear, leaving nearly
30% unaccounted. A similar level of recovery has been reported for Europe [166]. Further
complicating the drive for recycling, as can be seen from Figure 4, is that for any particular
year there will be a mix of different technologies in the “fleet” of retired vehicles and
therefore, different PGM levels. Thus, the proposition for overall profitability of recycling
PGMs from auto-catalysts will depend on the total PGM present in individual vehicle types
and year of manufacture, which may be difficult to determine due to differences in average
vehicle lifetimes.
Nevertheless, the largest contribution to recycling is from auto-catalysts. For example,
in 2014, over 80% of PGM recovery was from auto-catalysts (103 tonnes of 123 tonnes) in
the USA [7]. There was 50–60% recovered in Europe in 2012 [201]. However, secondary
PGM recovery from auto-catalysts only appears to currently constitute around 35–45%
of auto-catalyst demand, as can be seen in Figure 11, where data is presented, for the
amount of PGM recovered, as a percentage of the PGM demand for auto-catalysts for that
year. Similar figures are quoted for the European situation [166]. Of course, there is a lag
time between catalyst manufacture and recycling, which Johnson Matthey reports suggest
might be between 12 to 13 years, rising to between 13 and 18 years in November 2016 [139].
Since the Pt and Rh demands for auto-catalysts have not changed much over a long period,
the Pt and Rh figures are probably a reasonable reflection of their level of recycling from
auto-catalysts. Pd demand, however, has increased markedly in auto-catalysts, so the level
of recycling will be lower, as can be seen in Figure 11, i.e., current demand is higher than
Pd content of the recycled catalyst, which may be over a decade old. If, however, the Pd
data is adjusted by dividing the Pd demand at the time of catalyst manufacture (value from
1998 is taken here) then, with a 12 year lag time between start-of-life and end-of-life, a more
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realistic estimate of the level of Pd recycling is obtained. This is confirmed in Figure 11,
where the % Pd recycled reaches the same value as the Pt and Rh after correction. Globally,
these figures indicate a much lower level of auto-catalyst recycling than is achieved in
the USA.
Figure 11. PGM recycling for the auto industry. Data is presented as the percent PGM sourced
from autocatalysts divided by the demand for the same year. The Pd (1998) data provides the
percent sourced from autocatalysts for a particular year divided by the 1998 demand of Pd (see text
for explanation).
Figure 12 shows scanning electron microscopy characterization results for a honey-
comb monolith and catalyst washcoat published by Trinh et al. [206]. The two top images
are backscattered electron images where brightness highlights the distribution of heavier
atomic number material (PGM and cerium oxide (ceria)). The recycling challenge is to
remove the monolith materials, thus enriching the residue with PGM and ceria, which
can be further treated. According to USGS, auto catalyst recycling may be via a number
of processes including (i) dissolution in aqua regia (literally “kingly water” because it
dissolves gold and platinum; 1 part HNO3 to 3 to 4 parts HCl [207]) to produce PGM
chlorocomplexes which are further refined by reduction, (ii) gas phase processing via
volatilization, or (iii) blending with PGM refined ores for further processing. For the
purposes of enrichment, processing using base (NaOH) should also be added to this list.
Further processing includes standard mineral processing approaches of hydrometallurgy,
pyrometallurgy followed by, most likely, by solvent extraction or ion exchange [93,206]. It
should be noted that this is a busy area of research with many hundreds of patents already
published this century [201]. In industrial catalysis, recycling is more effective, with cata-
lyst manufacturers often reprocessing their own spent catalysts at end-of-life. In a sense,
recovery from recycling represents the same proposition as in mining, where the PGMs are
treated as co-products or even by-products of auto recycling where profitable materials e.g.,
steel or aluminium recovery, are the prime target [25]. For reforming catalysts, recovery is
around 99.8% and undertaken under strict accounting procedures. Recycling is usually
performed using dissolution of the alumina support in sulfuric acid; the PGMs are not
soluble under the operating conditions of the process so a PGM-rich precipitate forms,
which can be collected.
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Figure 12. (a,b) Backscattered images of an autocatalyst monolith, washcoat and various EDS maps
including (c)Al, (d) Mg, (e) Si and (f) Ce. The heterogeneity of the washcoat can be seen in the Al and
Ce maps by comparison with the SEM images ((b–f) Scale bars are 60 µm). After Trinh et al. [206]
(reproduced with permission).
Overall Trinh et al. [206], in an excellent review, suggest that large scale recycling using
pyrometallurgy might be better suited to large operations, whereas smaller scale might
be better suited to hydrometallurgy. This is because of the big environmental footprint
for pyrometallurgical processes which, presumably, can be better controlled in a large
scale plant (e.g., by better use of waste heat). Research into lowering the environmental
footprint by lowering the temperature in the pyrometallurgical processing step is also
being investigated [208].
Recycling of catalysts from FCEVs has some differences to ICEVs. One major differ-
ence is that the fuel cell stack is reported to be generally easier to remove than catalytic
converters, but handling can lead to incidental loss of PGM as it does with catalytic con-
verters on an ICEV system [162]. Disassembly of the fuel cell stack is also problematic [162].
PEMFC use Nafion® as the membrane [162,172,204,209], and normal hydrometallurgi-
cal processing of this material can result in the release of HF, which is a toxic chemical
representing a challenges which Wittstock et al. have discussed [162]. The most recent
research explores a number of methods for recycling of PEMFCs including ultrasonics [210]
and hydrometallurgical processes including in HCl/H2O2 [209,211]. Ideally, extraction of
the catalyst coated membrane is desired, but current processes target complete disassem-
bly [210]. Ironically, the drive to lower Pt content/vehicle and the lower load of electrode
catalysts means that the value proposition is lowered for recycling. Thus, we are confronted
with the paradox that more efficient FECVs may lead to greater Pt dissipation.
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6. Dissipation
The main source of PGM dissipation is the automotive catalysts which, for example,
accounts for 50% of emissions in Europe in 2014 [212]. The catalyst itself undergoes me-
chanical degradation as a result of sintering and thermal shock which releases washcoat
particulate matter (Figure 12) [213]. This means that PGMs are released into the environ-
ment on roadsides, such as freeways and highways, where they may eventually be carried
into waterways and the ocean where they are effectively lost [213–216]. The accumulation
of Pt and Pd on road verges has been measured in a number of studies, in a number of
countries, and indicates that this dissipation source is a worldwide issue. It is assumed
that PGMs dissipated via mine sites are not included in any inventory of PGM dissipation,
although data exists in national and regional pollutant inventories that would support
incorporation of mine site dissipation into global assessments of PGM dissipation. The use
of mainly Pt in EVs, in principle, should result in less dissipation of Pt because operating
temperatures of fuel cells in FCEVs are lower than the exhaust catalysts used in ICEVs, so
there is less thermal impact damage. However, as always, the capture of Pt will depend
on the economic drive to recover Pt from waste vehicles. One can imagine that, for two
and three-wheeler vehicles, where the Pt load is only associated with the electrics and
electronics, the potential for dissipation is high. For larger vehicles (cars, vans, buses,
and trucks) the economic proposition is better and should be best for FCEVs. Clearly, if
PGM recovery from ICEVs where there is around 6 g/vehicle of PGM is problematic, then
recovery of Pt from EVs other than FCEVs will probably lead to dissipation in the absence
of a legislative driver for PGM recovery.
The loss of PGM to the environment not only has a negative impact on supply, but it
also has other implications for the biosphere [217]. There have been numerous studies on
the uptake of PGMs into plants, animals, and the food chain [212,217]. While the release of
metallic PGMs into the environment may not be considered particularly harmful because
of their low toxicity, there are routes to bioavailability through platino-chloro complexes
and amino-platino-nitrates [218]. Airborne auto catalysts particulates [213] deposited in
rats lungs, rather than being inert, were apparently dissolved to some extent because they
were present in blood and other organs [219], indicating that ingestion via the lungs was
possible. Moreover, given that humans have one of the lowest stomach pHs (HCl), the
potential for ingestion via this route might be considerably higher than other mammals or
birds [220]. It is known that Pt in higher oxidation states (e.g., Pt(II) and Pt(IV)) inhibits
cell division, hence its use in cancer treatments. The long-term implication of higher Pt
and PGM levels in the environment is unknown. While not strictly dispersion from a
recognized source, PGMs are also present in dust from cement manufacture [221].
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the abundance, mineralogy, supply, applications, recycling, and prospects
for substitution of PGMs have been reviewed. The greatest demand for PGMs is for auto-
catalyst applications followed by the industrial sector, which includes industrial catalytic
processes where PGMs are used. It is expected that the industrial sector will not experi-
ence much change in the immediate future since it is a mature sector and procedures and
practices for PGM use and recycling are well established. In the ICEV area, the impending
changeover to EVs is likely to result in little auto catalyst development for this application
in the longer term. On the other hand, the prospective use of PGMs in electrode catalysts
in batteries and the uptake of FCEVs will result in increased demand principally for Pt,
perhaps beyond the current demand from the auto sector. There will be a strong drive to
meet, or exceed, the US DOE target of 0.125 g/kW. Prospects for substitution of PGMs,
by other elements in catalytic processes, in general, is not so straight forward. In some
cases, processes containing PGMs are the end point of a long evolution process to improve
catalytic activity and selectivity. For example, auto-catalysis is one such area where the
PGMs offer much better activities at lower temperature and higher exhaust flowrates than
other options (this applies both to ICEVs as well as EVs). Auto-catalysis in ICEVs, however,
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is one of the most dissipative applications for PGMs since the catalyst supports degrade
over time, resulting in emission through the vehicle exhaust system and loss into the envi-
ronment. A switch to BEVs might also lead to lower dissipation for auto catalysts because
of lower operating temperatures and, perhaps, increase the recyclability. The current rates
of recovery of PGMs in industrial processes is generally good. However, there is a need to
improve recovery of PGMs in the auto industry. The known reserves of the PGMs suggest
lifetimes between 100 and 200 years, indicating no immediate threat to supply.
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Appendix A
The reserves of the each PGM and total PGMs were determined in the following
manner: There are a number of sources for PGM content of ores bodies, which have also
been presented in Table 2 [14]. The data of Hagelüken [14] (“H”) and Mudd et al. (“M”) are
both presented for the South African ore bodies. The data from Mudd et al. [8] provides
more recent, detailed data for different parts of the ore bodies. In determining the level of
resource for each PGM and only using the Hagelüken data, the ore body data for each of







Xij (where m is the number of assays and i is an index representing each PGM) (A1)
Then the tonnage for each country (Tn) is determined using the total PGM reserve (Rn)
values for each country (in this case USGS 2017 values) and multiplying by the fraction of
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This provides a list of total PGMs by country which are presented in the right hand col-
umn of Table 2. The sum of these PGM reserves is 66,510 tonnes, close to the 66,000 tonnes
USGS value. The reserves for individual PGMs are provided in the second to bottom row.
The most recent USGS figure for the world reserves for PGMs is 69,000 metric tonnes (Note
that this figure is lower than the resource values reported by the USGS [7] and Mudd
et al. [8] but both of these include Au).
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